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Abstract: 

 This research paper deals about the famous case of Apple computers, Inc.  Versus Microsoft 

corporations. This was a case with software infringement of copyright. And it happened near 

1980s. The major issue of this case was infringement by Microsoft. Corporations from Apple. 

This research paper starts with an introduction of this case and the body of the paper consists 

of facts of the case and with issues and statements. And at last end with the conclusion. It’s a 

company that earned $30 billion in profits over three years, but effectively resided nowhere, 

filed no income tax return, and paid no tax to any government for five years. 

Tax planners and tax consultants have a name for that $30 billion in profits and it’s a term 

that sums up perfectly both the aim of those who set up companies this way, and the result 

achieved: “ocean income”. Apple India itself paid tax of Rs 156 crore to the Indian 

government in 2011-12, and of the three tech companies’ Indian operations ET Magazine 

looked at for this story — Apple, Google and Microsoft — it was the one with the least 

amount of taxes under disputes; only minor amounts in relation to its overall profits for 2011-

12 are disputed or demanded by tax authorities. At the other extreme is Microsoft, which 

faces over Rs 2,000 crore in tax demands (both service and income tax) across its group 

companies which operate in India. And Google’s India arm is locked in a dispute with the 

authorities over Rs 156 crore of tax demands in relation to its 2008 balance sheet. 

In its financial statements, Google says that if the government assesses its income in later 

years in a similar fashion to the company’s 2008 income, its tax ‘impact’ could rise to Rs 480 

crore 
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Introduction: 

Apple computers, inc.versus Microsoft corporations1, infringement of copyright cause within 

which Apple computers, inc. wanted to forestall Microsoft and Hewlett-Packard from 

exploitation visual graphical programme (GUI) parts that were just like those in Apple’s Lisa 

and Macintosh operative systems. The cause was filed in 1988 and lasted four years then the 

choice was thoroughbred on attractiveness in 1994. To study the case of Apple computers, 

inc. versus Microsoft corporations.To examine the issue with statements  

Backgroundof the case 

  Apple was the primary to introduce industrial computers exploitation graphical programme 

(GUI),in the year 1983 and it absolutely was supported pioneering work done by Xerox. 

Later in one 985 Microsoft was set to introduce windows 1.0 Associate in Nursing entered 

into an agreement with Apple to induce license and sub license sure enough aspects of the 

graphical programme. Apple was granted with the employment of sure Microsoft 

merchandise for its computers reciprocally.The case was control within the u.  s. District 

Court for the Northern District of American state entered judgment for Microsoft (and 

Hewlett Packard United Nations agency were a celebration to the suit). Apple appealed the 

choice. 

The suit arose from a 1985 license agreement between Apple and Microsoft. Apple had 

objected to Microsoft’s release of Windows 1.0. The two companies struck a deal whereby 

Microsoft could continue marketing Windows 1.0 and all derivative versions. Microsoft was 

also permitted to sublicense these rights, and did so, to Hewlett-Packard. In return, Apple was 

granted rights to use certain Microsoft products and Microsoft agreed to delay a single IBM-

compatible product. 

The legal fighting began as a result of Apple’s contention that Microsoft and Hewlett-

Packard copied more of the Macintosh display than the original license agreement permitted. 

1 35F.3d 1435 
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In 1992, after painstaking hearings, the District Court ruled that over 90 percent of Windows 

and two-thirds of NewWave were within the scope of the original 1985 license agreement. 

The court then examined to what extent copyright law protected aspects of the Mac display 

not permitted to be copied by the license agreement. It concluded that the remaining 

elements, such as various icons, were primarily graphical symbols representing generic ideas 

or purely functional components of the program, or were insufficiently original to merit 

copyright protection. 

Copyright law essentially protects the original expression of ideas in tangible form, such as 

books, artwork, music and computer software, from unauthorized copying, distribution or 

modification. It does not apply to ideas. While it is well-settled that copyright protections 

extend to computer software, the extent to which copyright law protects screen displays has 

been the subject of much litigation, with many courts reaching varied results. 

In the Apple case, the District Court had ruled that the usual test for determining whether 

copyright infringement had occurred did not apply to functional or generic elements of a 

screen display. Typically, a plaintiff in a copyright infringement lawsuit must show that the 

alleged infringing “copy” is “substantially similar” to the original work. But here, the Court 

refused to apply this standard. Instead, it said Apple must prove the allegedly infringing 

elements of Windows and NewWave were “virtually identical” to the allegedly copied 

elements of the Mac display — a much higher standard. 

One element of the Macintosh interface claimed to be infringed was the familiar wastebasket 

icon used to depict the destruction or deletion of a file. The Court concluded that it was not 

protected by copyright law because it illustrated a predominantly functional element of the 

program — deleting a file — and there are only a limited number of ways to graphically 

illustrate this function. The Court concluded that because individual elements of the 

Macintosh program could be legally copied, Apple would have to demonstrate that the 

overall appearances of Windows and NewWave, taken as a whole, were virtually identical to 

the Macintosh display in order to prove infringement. 

Apple refused to go to trial with this higher burden of proof and appealed the ruling to the 

Appellate Court. The Appellate Court held that the District Court had used the proper 

standard.Apple’s options now include seeking further review from a larger appellate panel or 

the Supreme Court, which could refuse to hear the case.The entire saga has been costly for 
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Apple and could get worse: the Appellate Court ordered the District Court to reconsider its 

rejection of Microsoft’s and Hewlett-Packard’s request for reimbursement of its attorneys’ 

fees, estimated at several million dollars. As a further bite out of Apple, the Appellate Court 

agreed with the District Court that the 1985 license agreement permitted Microsoft to make 

future products that resemble Macintosh even more closely than the original Windows 1.0. 

Facts of the case: Apple had authorised sure parts of its Macintosh OS to Microsoft for its 

development of Windows one.0. In the 2.0 version of Windows, Microsoft enclosed more 

parts of the Macintosh OS, as well as overlapping "windows" and different graphical options 

from Macintosh. Apple filed suit for infringement of copyright, because the license 

agreement was only for the event of Windows one.0. 

Lisa and Macintosh ar Apple computers. every includes a graphical programme ("GUI") that 

Apple laptop, Inc. registered for copyright as Associate in Nursing audiovisual work. each 

GUIs were developed as a easy manner for standard mortals to speak with the Apple 

computer;  the Lisa Desktop and therefore the Macintosh Finder ar supported a desktop figure 

of speech with windows, icons and pull-down menus which may be manipulated on the 

screen with a hand-held device referred to as a mouse.   

When Microsoft Corporation free Windows one.0, having the same GUI, Apple complained.  

As a result, the 2 united to a license giving Microsoft the correct to use and sublicense spinoff 

works generated by Windows one.0 in gift and future merchandise.  Microsoft free Windows 

two.03 and later, Windows 3.0;  its retail merchant, Hewlett-Packard Company (HP), 

introduced NewWave one.0 and later, NewWave 3.0, that run in conjunction with Windows 

to create IBM- compatible computers easier to use.  Apple believed that these versions 

exceed the license, build Windows a lot of "Mac-like," and infringe its copyright.  This action 

followed. Apple claimed the “looked and feel” of the Macintosh OS, taken as a full, was 

protected by copyright, which every individual component of the interface such as, the 

existence of windows on the screen, the oblong look of windows, windows could be resized, 

overlap, and have title bars. 

Apple listed one89 GUI parts; the court determined that 179 of those elements had been 

authorised to Microsoft within the windows 1.0 agreement and most of the remaining ten 

parts were not copyrightable.Midway through the suit, Xerox filed a cause against Apple 
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claiming Apple had infringed Copyrights Xerox stayed its GUI computers at the PARC 

analysis lab; these visits had been terribly prestigious on the event of the Macintosh GUI. 

Xerox’s cause gave the impression to be a defensive move to confirm that if Apple v. 

Microsoft established that “look and feel” was copyrightable, then Xerox would be the first 

beneficiary, rather then Apple. The Xerox case was fired, for a range of legal reasons. 

On September  nineteen, 1994, the US Court of appeals upheld by vote a territorial division 

court’s 1992 ruling that Microsoft’s windows and shows or graphical programme did I not 

violate Apple’s copyright in its Macintosh screen display. The District court dominated that 

over ninetieth of windows was among the scope of original 1985 license agreement.  

It terminated that the remaining parts, like numerous icons, were primarily graphical symbols 

representing generic concepts or strictly practical parts of the program, or were insufficiently 

original to benefit copyright protection. 

The court opined that Apple cannot get patent-like protection for the thought of graphical 

programme, or the thought of a desktop figure of speech below copyright law. Apple lost all 

claims within the Microsoft suit apart from the ruling that the trash barrel icon and folder 

icons from Hewlett-Packard’s NewWave windows application were infringing.  

A major flaw in Apple’s case was that Xerox was the inspiration for each Apple and 

Microsoft’s efforts. 

Impact Much of the court's ruling was supported the first contract between Apple and 

Microsoft for Windows one.0, and this reality created the case a lot of of a written agreement 

matter than of copyright law, to the chagrin of Apple. This conjointly meant that the court 

avoided a a lot of comprehensive "look and feel copyright" precedent ruling. However, the 

case did establish that the analytic dissection (rather than the overall "look and feel") of a 

programme is significant to any copyright call on such matters. 

In 1997, 3 years when the cause was determined, all lingering infringement queries against 

Microsoft relating to the Lisa and Macintosh GUI yet as Apple's "QuickTime piracy" cause 

against Microsoft were settled in direct negotiations. Apple united to create net adventurer 

their default browser, to the hurt of Netscape. Microsoft united to continue developing 

Microsoft workplace and different software package for the macintosh over succeeding 5 

years. Microsoft conjointly purchased $150 million of nonvoting Apple stock each parties 

entered into a patent cross-licensing agreement. 
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Issues with statements: 

Issue: will a producer of a bit of computer code copyright the "look and feel" of that 

software? 

The court thoroughbreds the inferior court holding. Apple created the argument that the “look 

and feel” of the Macintosh software package was protected by copyright which the individual 

components of the programme, like the looks of windows on the screen, the very fact that the 

“windows” were rectangular and resizable, overlap, and have title bars, weren't as necessary 

as all the components taken as an entire. Of the 189 individual graphical components, the 

court commands that Apple had licensed 179 of the elements of Microsoft underneath the 

Window 1.0 contract. The court dominated that the remaining 10 elements of the graphical 

programme weren't copyrightable as they were either threadbare to Apple or were the sole 

doable means of expressing a selected plan. This holding was swayed considerably by the 

contract between the businesses, being so primarily this litigation turned to a hybrid case of 

contract and copyright. As a result, the holding was thus distinctive that it'd be troublesome to 

use as precedent in future cases. 

Conclusion: 

 At last the case was terminated in  the favour of Microsoft corporations .The court stated 

that, Apple cannot get patent-like protection for the concept of graphical user interface, or the 

concept of a desktop figure of speech underneath copyright law. Apple lost all claims within 

the Microsoft suit apart from the ruling that the trash can icon and folder icons from Hewlett-

Packard’s NewWave windows application were infringing. A significant flaw in Apple’s case 

was that Xerox was the inspiration for each Apple and Microsoft’s efforts. This case stands as 

associate degree example for infringement in copyright. 
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